
The Power of Beauty



Pearl Lava

Pearl Delta

Pearl Rocca

Pearl Collection

Quartz & Natural
Raw Materials

Waterproof

Highly Stain & Natural 
Acid Resistant

Highly Bacterial
Resistant 

Long Lifetime 
& Durability

Easy Maintenance 
and Cleaning

Wide Range 
of Shades & Finishes

Suitable for 
food contact

Color Uniformity 
& Stability

Unique Design

Wide Range of 
Product Applications

Highly Scratch
Resistant







Pearl Collection
Both active and quiet can be nature when it portrays the 
most beautiful scenes from within. Just as the volcano 
wakes up to life after years of silence, it draws attention 
through the spectacular spectacle. It demands respect and 
admiration. It determines the face of the landscape, which 
becomes a permanent legacy of the power of nature. 

The show of strength with which it has dominated regions 
of the world for generations remains hidden in thin springs, 
branched currents and in the fields of lava. Here was the 
perfect theme for a range of products with a uniform be-
ginning, but in a different way. Get to know the pearl trio of 
natural element-inspired products. 
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Pearl Lava

Pearl Delta Pearl Rocca





Pearl Lava
The very beginning of a great perfor-
mance. The rising springs flowing down 
the steep hills set the course for another 
new scenery. Straight venous lines pass-
ing through a dark background. 
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Pearl Delta

Pearl Rocca Pearl Lava





Pearl Delta
The new path is never easy and unhindered. 
The current branches, looking for a new di-
rection, forms the shoulders and passes into 
the delta. It creates a branched drawing on 
the canvas of hardened stone. 
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Pearl Rocca

Pearl Lava Pearl Delta



Pearl Rocca
In a place where the current no longer has 
room to continue, plains of molten rocks are 
formed. The diverse contours of lava fields 
pass into a dense network of fine veins drawn 
into the structure of the plates.





www.technistone.com


